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SOLSTICE: FRONT MATTER

 

MISSION STATEMENT 

     The purpose of Solstice is to promote interaction between geography and mathematics. Articles in which elements of 
one discipline are used to  
shed light on the other are particularly sought.  Also welcome are original contributions that are purely geographical or 
purely  
mathematical.  These may be prefaced (by editor or author) with commentary suggesting directions that might lead toward 
the desired interactions.  
Individuals wishing to submit articles or other material should contact an editor, or send e-mail directly to sarhaus@umich.
edu. 

 

SOLSTICE ARCHIVES 

     Back issues of Solstice are available on the WebSite of the Institute of Mathematical Geography, http://www.imagenet.
org and at various sites  
that can be found by searching under "Solstice" on the World Wide Web.  Thanks to Bruce Long (Arizona State University, 
Department of Mathematics)  
for taking an early initiative in archiving Solstice using GOPHER. 

 

PUBLICATION INFORMATION 

     The electronic files are issued yearly as copyrighted hardcopy in the Monograph Series of the Institute of Mathematical 
Geography.  This  
material will appear in a Volume in that series, ISBN to be announced. 

    To cite the electronic copy, note the exact time of transmission from Ann Arbor, and cite all the transmission matter as 
facts of publication.  Any copy that  
does not superimpose precisely upon the original as transmitted from Ann Arbor should be presumed to be an altered, 
bogus copy of Solstice.  The  
oriental rug, with errors, serves as the model for creating this weaving of words and graphics. 
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Awards

Awards and Recognition  
(See Press Clippings page for other.)  

●     Sandra Lach Arlinghaus, recipient, The President’s Volunteer Service Award, March 11, 2004.
●     Jeffrey A. Nystuen, won the 2003 Medwin Prize in Acoustical Oceanography given by the 

Acoustical Society of America.  The citation was "for the innovative use of sound to measure 
rainfall rate and type at sea".  It is awarded to a young/mid-career scientist whose work 
demonstrates the effective use of sound in the discovery and understanding of physical and 
biological parameters and processes in the sea.

●     Sandra L. Arlinghaus, William C. Arlinghaus, and Frank Harary.  Graph Theory and 
Geography:  an Interactive View (eBook), published by John Wiley and Sons, New York, April 
2002.  Finished as a Finalist in the 2002 Pirelli INTERNETional Award Competition (in the top 
20 of over 1200 entries worldwide). Link to Pirelli website and to downloaded pages concerning 
this particular competition: 1, 2, 3.

●     Solstice, Semi-Finalist, Pirelli 2001 INTERNETional Award Competition in the Environmental 
Publishing category.

●     Solstice, article about it by Ivars Peterson in Science News, 25 January, 1992..
●     Solstice, article about it by Joe Palca, Science (AAAS), 29 November, 1991.
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Geometric Visualization of Hexagonal Hierarchies: Animation and Virtual Reality

Geometric Visualization of Hexagonal Hierarchies:  Animation and Virtual Reality*  

 
Requires browser plug-ins for viewing virtual reality (.wrl files) and for hearing sound (.midi files)  

 
Sandra Lach Arlinghaus  

The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan  
William C. Arlinghaus  

Lawrence Technological University, Southfield, Michigan  

Hexagonal Hierarchies and Close Packing of the Plane:  Overview  
      A scatter of points, spread evenly across the plane, may take on a variety of configurations:  two simple regular 
lattices involve points that suggest squares or equilateral triangles.  If one wishes to consider circular buffers around each 
point, then these buffers may overlap or be widely spaced.   A natural issue to consider is to provide some sort of 
maximal coverage of the plane by the buffers:  to provide a "close packing" of the plane by circles. Gauss (1831/40) 
proved that the densest lattice packing of the plane is the one based on the triangular lattice.  In 1968 (and earlier), Fejes-
Toth proved that that same packing is not only the densest lattice packing of the plane but is also the densest of all 
possible plane packings.  If one thinks, then, of the circles as if they were bubble foam, the circles centered on a square 
grid pattern expand and collide to form a grid of squares (Boys).  The circles centered on a triangular grid pattern expand 
and collide to form a mesh of regular hexagons, like the cells in a slice of the honeycomb of bees (de Vries).  The 
theoretical issues surrounding tiling in the plane are complex; even deeper are those issues involving packings in 
three dimensional space.  The reader interested in probing this topic further is referred to the Bibliography at the end of 
this document.  Interpretation of the simple triangular grid has range sufficient to fill this document and far more. 

Classical Urban Hexagonal Hierarchies  
     One classical interpretation of what dots on a lattice might represent is found in the geometry of "central 
place theory" (Christaller, Lösch).  This idea takes the complex human process of urbanization and attempts to look at it in 
an abstract theoretical form in order to uncover any principles which might endure despite changes over time, situation, 
cultural tradition, and all the various human elements that are truly the hallmarks of urbanization.  Simplicity helps to 
reveal form:  models are not precise representations of reality.  They do, however, offer a way to look at some 
structural elements of complexity.  Thus, dots on a triangular lattice are populated places (often, villages).  Circles, 
expanding into hexagons, are areas that are tributary to the populated places.  In the traditional formulation (described 
after Kolars and Nystuen) one considers four basic postulates (no one of which is "real" but each of which is simple): 

●     The backdrop of land supports uniform population density
●     There is a maximum distance that residents can easily penetrate into the tributary area.
●     There is slow, steady population growth
●     Village residents who move, as a result of growth (or for other reasons), attempt to remain in close contact with their 

previous location (to maintain social or other networks).

 
Suppose, in a triangular lattice of villages, that one village adds to its retailing activities.  After some time, growth 
occurs elsewhere.  How might other villages compete to serve tributary areas:  how will the larger, new villages share 
the tributary area?  The answers lead to a surprising number of possible scenarios.  Figure 1 shows the first in an 
infinite number of possibilities.  Animated locations, for competing larger villages, are shown in Figure 1.  The 
smallest villages are represented as small red dots; next nearest neighbors competing for intervening red dots are represented 
in blue; and, next nearest neighbors competing for intervening blue dots are represented in green.  Of course, one is 
usually only willing to travel so far to go to a place only slightly larger, so the fact that the animated pattern could be 
extended to an infinite number of levels, beyond green, may not mirror the second postulate.  Over time, however, one 
might suppose further growth and an entire hierarchy of populated places.  
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Geometric Visualization of Hexagonal Hierarchies: Animation and Virtual Reality

  

Figure 1.  A triangular lattice of dots with animated locations for competing locations entering and 
vanishing from the picture.

     Virtual reality is an exciting form of visualizing three dimensional objects.  Figure VR01 has a link on to a virtual 
reality view of that figure:  click on that figure to move into the virtual environment.  Imagine the dots are holes in a 
pasta machine through which the pasta dough is to be extruded as spaghetti:  the view in Figure 1 is the template and the 
linked virtual reality is the extruded pasta pulled through the red, blue, and green holes.   Drive through this landscape; think 
of the view as a skyline of cell towers or some other tall thin structures (Arlinghaus, 1993).  The placement of these towers is 
at vertices of equilateral triangles of various sizes forming an hexagonal hierarchy.  
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Geometric Visualization of Hexagonal Hierarchies: Animation and Virtual Reality

  

Figure VR01.  A screen shot from the virtual world linked to this image.  Click on the image to enter that world!

     The pattern in Figure 1 suggests one arrangement for villages, towns, and cities.  We offer systematic visualization 
schemes for a variety of such arrangements:  first, following the classical approaches to this issue found in the works of 
Walter Christaller and August Lösch and, second, following the contemporary approach presented in previous 
conventional publications by the authors of this submission. 

CLASSICAL GEOMETRIC APPROACH TO HEXAGONAL HIERARCHIES
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Geometric Visualization of Hexagonal Hierarchies: Animation and Virtual Reality

Visualization of Hexagonal Hierarchies using Animated Geometric Figures  
Marketing principle:  K=3  
     Consider a central place point, A, in a triangular lattice.  Unit hexagons (fundamental cells) surround each of the points 
in the lattice and represent the small tributary area of each village (Figure 2).  Growth at A has distinguished it from 
other villages in the system.  It will now serve a tributary area larger than will the unit hexagon. There are six villages 
directly adjacent to A.  The unit hexagons represent a partition of area based on even sharing of area between A and these 
six villages.  When A expands its central place activities, others may also desire to do so as well.  Figure 2 shows the 
locations for the next nearest competitors to enter the system.  Given that they, too, will share area evenly, a set of 
larger hexagons emerges.  Figure 3a shows the unit hexagons and the larger hexagons based on expansion of goods 

and services.   The competitors that enter are spaced at a distance, in terms of lattice points spaced one unit apart, of  
units (Figure 2).  The position of the competitors that enter the system in this scenario are as close as possible to A; 
expansion of goods and services at any of the six closest neighbors would constitute no change in basic pattern.  One 
might imagine, therefore, that emphasis on distance minimization optimizes marketing capability--distance to market is at 
a minimum.  
   
  

Figure 2.  K=3:  Marketing.  Distance measurement between adjacent competing new centers, A and A':  in this 

case, competing centers, blue dots, are spaced  units apart, assuming a distance of one unit between adjacent red dots. 

Thus, when competitors are chosen in this manner, the pattern of one layer of hexagons, in relation to another, has 
become known as a hierarchy arranged according to a "marketing principle" (Figure 3a).  Notationally, it is captured by 
the square of the distance between competing centers:  as a "K=3" hierarchy (Figure 2).  Each large hexagon contains 
the equivalent of three smaller hexagons.  One large hexagon = 1 small hexagon + six copies of 1/3 of a small hexagon = 
3 small hexagons (Figure 3b, c, and d).  Thus, the value K=3 is not only related to distance between competing centers but 
also to size of tributary areas generated by competition:  as a constant of the hierarchy.  
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Geometric Visualization of Hexagonal Hierarchies: Animation and Virtual Reality

  

  

Figure 3a. K=3 hierarchy showing three layers of a nested hierarchy of hexagons of various sizes oriented 
with respect to one another according to the distance principle illustrated in Figure 2.
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Geometric Visualization of Hexagonal Hierarchies: Animation and Virtual Reality

  

Figure 3b.  Each blue hexagon contains the equivalent of three red hexagons:  one entire red hexagon 
surrounded by six copies of 1/3 of a red hexagon.

  

Figure 3c.  Each green hexagon contains the equivalent of three blue hexagons:  one entire blue hexagon 
surrounded by six copies of 1/3 of a blue hexagon.
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Figure 3d.  The green hexagons contain the equivalent of 31 blue hexagons and 32 red hexagons.

Back to fractal K=3
Transportation principle:  K=4 

Figure 4 shows the locations for the next nearest competitors, next beyond those from K=3, to enter the system.  Given 
that they, too, will share area evenly, a set of even larger hexagons emerges.  Figure 5a shows the unit hexagons and the 
larger hexagons based on expansion of goods and services.   The competitors that enter are spaced at a distance, in terms 
of lattice points spaced one unit apart, of 2 units (Figure 4).  The position of the competitors that enter the system in 
this scenario lie along radials that fan outward from A and pass along existing boundaries to tributary areas.  One 
might imagine, therefore, that emphasis on market penetration, or transportation, is the focus here.  
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Geometric Visualization of Hexagonal Hierarchies: Animation and Virtual Reality

Figure 4.  K=4:  Transportation.  Distance measurement between adjacent competing new centers, A and A' is 2 units, in 
this case (assuming a distance of 1 unit between adjacent red dots). 

Thus, when competitors are chosen in this manner, the pattern of one layer of hexagons, in relation to another, has 
become known as a hierarchy arranged according to a "transportation principle" (Figure 5a).  Notationally, it is captured by 
the square of the distance between competing centers:  as a "K=4" hierarchy (Figure 4).  Each large hexagon contains 
the equivalent of four smaller hexagons.  One large hexagon = 1 small hexagon + six copies of 1/2 of a small hexagon = 
4 small hexagons (Figure 5b, c, d).  Thus, the value K=4 is not only related to distance between competing centers but also 
to size of tributary areas generated by competition--as a constant of the hierarchy.  
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Figure 5a. K= 4 hierarchy showing three layers of a nested hierarchy of hexagons of various sizes 
oriented with respect to one another according to the distance principle illustrated in Figure 4.

  

Figure 5b.  Each blue hexagon contains the equivalent of four red hexagons:  one entire red hexagon 
surrounded by six copies of 1/2 of a red hexagon. 
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Figure 5c.  Each green hexagon contains the equivalent of four blue hexagons:  one entire blue hexagon 
surrounded by six copies of 1/2 of a blue hexagon.
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Geometric Visualization of Hexagonal Hierarchies: Animation and Virtual Reality

Figure 5d.  The green hexagons contain the equivalent of 41 blue hexagons and 42 red hexagons.

Back to fractal K=4.
Administrative principle:  K=7  
Figure 6 shows the locations for the next nearest competitors, next beyond those from K=4, to enter the system.  Given 
that they, too, will share area evenly, a set of even larger hexagons emerges.  Figure 7a shows the unit hexagons and the 
larger hexagons based on expansion of goods and services.   The competitors that enter are spaced at a distance, in terms 

of lattice points spaced one unit apart, of  units (Figure 6).  The position of the competitors that enter the system in 
this scenario create larger hexagons whose boundaries pass through very few other populated places:  hence, top-down 
control, or rule from the center is emphasized.  One might imagine, therefore, an emphasis on administrative control here.  
  

Figure 6.  K=7:  Administrative.  Distance measurement between adjacent competing new centers, A and A' is  
(assuming a distance of 1 unit between adjacent red dots).  
  

Thus, when competitors are chosen in this manner, the pattern of one layer of hexagons, in relation to another, has 
become known as a hierarchy arranged according to an "administration principle" (Figure 7a).  Notationally, it is captured 
by the square of the distance between competing centers:  as a "K=7" hierarchy (Figure 6).  Each large hexagon contains 
the equivalent of seven smaller hexagons.  One large hexagon = 1 small hexagon + six copies of a small hexagon (underfit 
and overfit regions balance) = 7 small hexagons (Figure 7b, c, d).  Thus, the value K=7 is not only related to distance 
between competing centers but also to size of tributary areas generated by competition--as a constant of the hierarchy.  
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Figure 7a. K= 7 hierarchy showing three layers of a nested hierarchy of hexagons of various sizes 
oriented with respect to one another according to the distance principle illustrated in Figure 6.

  

Figure 7b.  Each blue hexagon contains the equivalent of seven red hexagons:  one entire red hexagon 
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Geometric Visualization of Hexagonal Hierarchies: Animation and Virtual Reality

surrounded by six copies equivalent to a single red hexagon.  Each of the perimeter red hexagons is 
composed of 11/12 of a single red hexagonal cell plus 1/12 of an adjacent red cell:  in an underfit/overfit 
pattern.

  

Figure 7c.  Each green hexagon contains the equivalent of seven blue hexagons:  one entire blue hexagon 
surrounded by six copies equivalent to a single blue hexagon.  Each of the perimeter blue hexagons is 
composed of 11/12 of a single blue hexagonal cell plus 1/12 of an adjacent blue cell:  in an underfit/overfit 
pattern.
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Figure 7d.  The green hexagons contain the equivalent of 71 blue hexagons and 72 red hexagons.

Back to fractal K=7.
    One difficulty in constructing these geometric visualizations is that slight errors in placement of points get magnified 
in overlay alignments.  To create a meshed hierarchy in which overlays are aligned is a drafting task of substantial 
proportions, when done by hand.  Geographic Information System software, however, offers an easy and accurate method 
of constructing central place landscapes at almost any level of complexity (up to the limits of hardware and 
software capability).  Figures 2-7 were created using ArcView GIS (v. 3.2, ESRI).  The method for creating GIS-
generated central place landscapes employed the following steps: 

●     obtain as a base map a triangular lattice shape file; such a file may be created in ArcView using EdTools extension to 
precisely translate a point.

●     ensure that each record in the underlying database has a unique code entered in "number" format (using the "add 
record number" feature of Animal Movement extension, if need be).

●     if desired, create in a separate layer, a bounded region to serve as limits within which to calculate the landscape--a 
rectangle, for example.  One way to create such a region is to calculate the minimum convex polygon (convex hull) of 
the distribution of red dots using Home Range extension.

●     load Spatial Analyst extension (ESRI) to ArcView and calculate Thiessen polygons using the Analysis|Assign 
Proximity command; choose the rectangle layer as the region within which to calculate the Thiessen polygons.  
Alternately, employ the same strategy using Home Range extension and calculate Dirichlet regions.

●     The result will appear as a set of small hexagons surrounding the dots, as in the red layers in Figures 2-7.
●     Repeat the procedure on other triangular lattices, with broader spacing of lattice points as in the blue and green points 

above, derived from the base lattice.  The result will produce landscapes such as those in Figures 2-7 depending on how 
the broader spacing pattern is selected.

    The process of creating larger hexagons, as larger tributary areas representing expanded central place activities, can 
be carried out indefinitely.  The set of figures above (3, 5, and 7) shows the general patterns that emerge and 
underscores, particularly, the importance of the constant of the hierarchy.  Large hexagons in one layer contain the 
equivalent of K1 hexagons of the next smallest size within them; they contain the equivalent of K2 hexagons from the level 
two layers down in the hierarchy, and so forth.  The K value is an invariant of each geometric hierarchy that 
uniquely characterizes it.  The mathematical search for invariants as bench marks against which to view abstract structure 
is equivalent to the geographical search for bench marks in the field (physical or human) against which to view mapped, 
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Geometric Visualization of Hexagonal Hierarchies: Animation and Virtual Reality

spatial structure. 

Visualization of Hexagonal Hierarchies using Mapplets  
    Another method of visualizing hexagonal hierarchies, that is available only in current technology, looks simultaneously 
at connection patterns between multiple hierarchical layers of urban location maps and captures them as Java (TM) Applets:  
as "Mapplets."  This process suggests a measure of visual stability of the geometric connectivity pattern that is related to 
the dimensions of the bounding box.  Figures 8, 9, and 10 show Mapplets for the K=3, K=4, and K=7 hierarchies, respectively.  
  

alt="Your browser understands the <APPLET> tag but 
isn't running the applet, for some reason." Your browser 
is completely ignoring the <APPLET> tag! 

Figure 8.  K=3 Mapplet  
  

alt="Your browser understands the <APPLET> tag but 
isn't running the applet, for some reason." Your browser 
is completely ignoring the <APPLET> tag! 

Figure 9.  K=4 Mapplet  
  

alt="Your browser understands the <APPLET> tag but 
isn't running the applet, for some reason." Your browser 
is completely ignoring the <APPLET> tag! 

Figure 10.  K=7 Mapplet 

Mapplets focus on connection patterns between successive hierarchical layers and, when K values are loaded as 
distances between hierarchies, they also suggest some elusive form of structural stability of geometric form.  Animated maps 
of the central place geometry of the plane, coupled with mapplets showing animated hierarchical pattern alone, suggest a 
three dimensional view of central place geometry.  A broader 3D view is suggested in the next section. 

CONTEMPORARY GEOMETRIC APPROACH TO HEXAGONAL HIERARCHIES

Visualization of Hexagonal Hierarchies using Animated Geometric Figures and Virtual Reality  
     In the material below, we illustrate the use of the fractal concept of self-similarity to generate hexagonal 
hierarchies equivalent to those above, We use a hexagon as an initiator, and apply to it different selections of generators, 
to produce the different hexagonal hierarchies of classical central place theory (based on original concept and work of 
S. Arlinghaus).  In the previous sections we formed central place hexagonal hierarchies by moving from small hexagons 
to large ones; here, we reverse the process and dissect, using the self-similarity transformation, a large hexagon to create 
the smaller ones.  In both processes, the results correspond exactly.  The art is in generator selection, and it is simply that 
art that is presented in this chapter.  Later work delves into the mathematical foundations of that art. 

The K=3 Hierarchy  
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     When an hexagonal initiator is chosen and a two-sided generator, with included angle of 120 degrees, is used to 
make successive replacement of the sides of the hexagon (as in the animated Figure 11a), the outline of the next layer of 
the K=3 central place hierarchy is generated (the black lines in Figure 11a suggest interior connections).  The 
replacement sequence applies the generator in an alternating pattern to the outside and then to the inside of the initiator.  
When the original generator is scaled down, with shape preserved, and applied in the outside/inside sequence to the 
newly formed blue polygon, the next lower level central place K=3 hierarchy is formed (as in the animated Figure 11b).  
The second, blue polygon contains three scaled-down hexagons, self-similar to the first hexagon (Figure 11a); the red 
polygon in the animation sequence contains three shapes self-similar to the blue polygon (Figure 11b), and 27 (or 3 
cubed) hexagons self-similar to the original hexagon (Figure 11b).  The invariant of 3, in the K=3 hierarchy, is replicated in 
this particular fractal iteration sequence. 

  

Figure 11a.  Animated K=3 fractal iteration sequence:  first transformation using a two-sided fractal generator 
applied successively to sides of the hexagonal initiator.
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Figure 11b.  Animated K=3 fractal iteration sequence:  second transformation using a scaled-down two-sided 
fractal generator applied successively to sides of the blue polygon generated in Figure 11a.

It remains to determine if the polygons generated in Figure 11 will in fact fit together to form the broad central place 
landscape of arbitrary size suggested in Figure 3.  To that end, we stack the layers generated above using the fractal 
iteration sequence to form a tile of layers centered on the single polygonal initiator (Figure 12).  Click here, or on the 
screen shot in Figure VR02 below, to see a virtual solid model of the tile with which the reader can interact. Click here, or 
on the screen shot in Figure VR03 below, to see a virtual translucent model of the tile with which the reader can interact.  
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Figure VR02.  A screen shot from the virtual world linked to this image.  Click on the image to enter that world!
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Figure VR03.  A screen shot from the virtual world linked to this image.  Click on the image to enter that world!  
Translucent solids permit one to see relationships among layers of the hexagonal hierarchy while travelling through the solids.
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Figure 12.  Fractally generated layers stacked on a single hexagonal tile.  Click 
here to see a virtual solid model of the tile with which the reader can interact. 
Click here to see a virtual translucent model of the tile with which the reader can 
interact.

     Finally, we tile the plane using the hexagonal initiators to discover if the superimposed structure also fits together 
perfectly (Figure 13).  Hexagonal tiles are used to cover the plane without gaps, as is the case with the sample of 
green hexagons in Figure 13a.  The hexagons mesh perfectly to cover the plane (Theorem of Gauss).  In Figure 13b, the 
green outline of the hexagons remains.  Each of the solid green hexagons has had the fractal generator above applied and 
the consequent superimposed blue tiles come into view sequentially in this animation.  Again, the fit is exact, as we had 
hoped it might be.  Finally, in Figure 13c, the blue outline only is retained from Figure 13b (along with the green outline 
from Figure 13a).  The final fractally generated layer derived from the blue polygons of Figure 13b comes into view in 
shades of red (or yellow/gold for contrast).  The final layer of hexagonal base of unit hexagons appears last.  The fit is 
perfect:  each green hexagon contains the equivalent of four blue hexagons and each blue hexagon contains the equivalent 
of four red hexagons.  The fractal generation procedure created exactly the classical central place landscape of Figure 3.   
As the animation proceeds in Figure 13, further layers of the fractally generated hierarchy, attached to the tile in Figure 
12, come into view illustrating an exact meshing of tiles at all levels to form a K=3 hierarchy. 
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Geometric Visualization of Hexagonal Hierarchies: Animation and Virtual Reality

  

Figure 13a.  Green layer on tile from Figure 12 fits exactly to tile the plane (Theorem of Gauss).

  

Figure 13b.  Blue layer on tile from Figure 12 fits exactly to form classical K=3 landscape.
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Figure 13.  Red layer on tile from Figure 12 fits exactly to form classical K=3 landscape.  Note, that for contrast in 
blocks, the red layer from Figure 12 is alternately colored in shades of yellow, also.

The K=4 Hierarchy  
    When an hexagonal initiator is chosen and a three-sided generator, with included angles of 120 degrees and shaped in 
the form of an isosceles trapezoid, is used to make successive replacement of the sides of the hexagon (as in the 
animated Figure 14a), the outline of the next layer of the K=4 central place hierarchy is generated (the black lines in Figure 
14a suggest interior connections).  The replacement sequence applies the generator in an alternating pattern to the outside 
and then to the inside of the initiator.  When the original generator is scaled down, with shape preserved, and applied in 
the outside/inside sequence to the newly formed blue polygon, the next lower level central place K=4 hierarchy is formed (as 
in the animated Figure 14b).  The second, blue polygon contains four scaled-down hexagons, self-similar to the first 
hexagon (Figure 14a); the red polygon in the animation sequence contains four shapes self-similar to the blue polygon 
(Figure 14b), and 64 (or 4 cubed) hexagons self-similar to the original hexagon (Figure 14b).  The invariant of 4, in the 
K=4 hierarchy, is replicated in this particular fractal iteration sequence. 
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Figure 14a.  Animated K=4 fractal iteration sequence:  first transformation using a three-sided fractal generator 
applied successively to sides of the hexagonal initiator.

  

Figure 14b.  Animated K=4 fractal iteration sequence:  second transformation using a scaled-down three-sided 
fractal generator applied successively to sides of the blue polygon generated in Figure 14a.
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It remains to determine if the polygons generated in Figure 14 will in fact fit together to form the broad central place 
landscape of arbitrary size suggested in Figure 5.  To that end, we stack the layers generated above using the fractal 
iteration sequence to form a tile of layers centered on the single polygonal initiator (Figure 15).  Click here, or on the 
screen shot in Figure VR04 below, to see a virtual solid model of the tile with which the reader can interact. Click here, or 
on the screen shot in Figure VR05 below, to see a virtual translucent model of the tile with which the reader can interact.  
   
  

  

Figure VR04.  A screen shot from the virtual world linked to this image.  Click on the image to enter that world!
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Geometric Visualization of Hexagonal Hierarchies: Animation and Virtual Reality

  

Figure VR05.  A screen shot from the virtual world linked to this image.  Click on the image to enter that world!  
Translucent solids permit one to see relationships among layers of the hexagonal hierarchy while travelling through the solids.
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Figure 15.  Fractally generated layers stacked on a single hexagonal tile.  
Click here to see a virtual solid model of the tile with which the reader 
can interact.  Click here to see a virtual translucent model of the tile with 
which the reader can interact.

     Finally, we tile the plane using the hexagonal initiators to discover if the superimposed structure also fits together 
perfectly (Figure 16).  Hexagonal tiles are used to cover the plane without gaps, as is the case with the sample of 
green hexagons in Figure 16a.  The hexagons mesh perfectly to cover the plane (Theorem of Gauss).  In Figure 16b, the 
green outline of the hexagons remains.  Each of the solid green hexagons has had the fractal generator above applied and 
the consequent superimposed blue tiles come into view sequentially in this animation.  Again, the fit is exact, as we had 
hoped it might be.  Finally, in Figure 16c, the blue outline only is retained from Figure 16b (along with the green outline 
from Figure 16a).  The final fractally generated layer derived from the blue polygons of Figure 16b comes into view in 
shades of red (or yellow/gold for contrast).  The final layer of hexagonal base of unit hexagons appears last.  The fit is 
perfect:  each green hexagon contains the equivalent of four blue hexagons and each blue hexagon contains the equivalent 
of four red hexagons.  The fractal generation procedure created exactly the classical central place landscape of Figure 5.   
As the animation proceeds in Figure 16, further layers of the fractally generated hierarchy, attached to the tile in Figure 
15, come into view illustrating an exact meshing of tiles at all levels to form a K=4 hierarchy.  
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Geometric Visualization of Hexagonal Hierarchies: Animation and Virtual Reality

  

Figure 16a.  Green layer on tile from Figure 15 fits exactly to tile the plane (Theorem of Gauss).

  

Figure 16b.  Blue layer on tile from Figure 15 fits exactly to form classical K=4 landscape.
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Figure 16c.  Red layer on tile from Figure 15 fits exactly to form classical K=4 landscape.  Note, that for contrast 
in blocks, the red layer from Figure 15 is alternately colored in shades of yellow, also.

The K=7 Hierarchy  
     When an hexagonal initiator is chosen and a three-sided generator, with included angles of 120 degrees and shaped in a 
zig-zag form, is used to make successive replacement of the sides of the hexagon (as in the animated Figure 17a), the outline 
of the next layer of the K=7 central place hierarchy is generated (the black lines in Figure 17a suggest interior 
connections).  The replacement sequence applies the generator in an alternating pattern to the outside and then to the inside 
of the initiator.  When the original generator is scaled down, with shape preserved, and applied in the outside/inside sequence 
to the newly formed blue polygon, the next lower level central place K=7 hierarchy is formed (as in the animated Figure 
17b).  The second, blue polygon contains seven scaled-down hexagons, self-similar to the first hexagon (Figure 17a); the 
red polygon in the animation sequence contains seven shapes self-similar to the blue polygon (Figure 17b), and 343 (or 
7 cubed) hexagons self-similar to the original hexagon (Figure 17b).  The invariant of 7, in the K=7 hierarchy, is replicated 
in this particular fractal iteration sequence.  
. 
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Figure 17a.  Animated K=7 fractal iteration sequence:  first transformation using a three-sided fractal generator 
applied successively to sides of the hexagonal initiator.

  

Figure 17b.  Animated K=7 fractal iteration sequence:  second transformation using a scaled-down three-sided 
fractal generator applied successively to sides of the blue polygon generated in Figure 17a.
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It remains to determine if the polygons generated in Figure 17 will in fact fit together to form the broad central place 
landscape of arbitrary size suggested in Figure 7.  To that end, we stack the layers generated above using the fractal 
iteration sequence to form a tile of layers centered on the single polygonal initiator (Figure 18).  Click here, or on the 
screen shot in Figure VR06 below, to see a virtual solid model of the tile with which the reader can interact. Click here, or 
on the screen shot in Figure VR07 below, to see a virtual translucent model of the tile with which the reader can interact.  
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Figure VR06.  A screen shot from the virtual world linked to this image.  Click on the image to enter that world!

  

Figure VR07.  A screen shot from the virtual world linked to this image.  Translucent solids permit one to see 
relationships among layers of the hexagonal hierarchy while travelling through the solids.  Click on the image to enter 
that world:  blast off in this virtual hexagonal space ship!
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Figure 18.  Fractally generated layers stacked on a single hexagonal tile.  Click 
here to see a virtual solid model of the tile with which the reader can interact.  
Click here to see a virtual translucent model of the tile with which the reader can 
interact.

    Finally, we tile the plane using the hexagonal initiators to discover if the superimposed structure also fits together 
perfectly (Figure 19).  Hexagonal tiles are used to cover the plane without gaps, as is the case with the sample of 
green hexagons in Figure 19a.  The hexagons mesh perfectly to cover the plane (Theorem of Gauss).  In Figure 19b, the 
green outline of the hexagons remains.  Each of the solid green hexagons has had the fractal generator above applied and 
the consequent superimposed blue tiles come into view sequentially in this animation.  Again, the fit is exact, as we had 
hoped it might be.  Finally, in Figure 19c, the blue outline only is retained from Figure 19b (along with the green outline 
from Figure 19a).  The final fractally generated layer derived from the blue polygons of Figure 19b comes into view in 
shades of red (or yellow/gold for contrast).  The final layer of hexagonal base of unit hexagons appears last.  The fit is 
perfect:  each green hexagon contains the equivalent of four blue hexagons and each blue hexagon contains the equivalent 
of four red hexagons.  The fractal generation procedure created exactly the classical central place landscape of Figure 7.   
As the animation proceeds in Figure 19, further layers of the fractally generated hierarchy, attached to the tile in Figure 
18, come into view illustrating an exact meshing of tiles at all levels to form a K=7 hierarchy.  
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Figure 19a.  Green layer on tile from Figure 18 fits exactly to tile the plane (Theorem of Gauss).

  

Figure 19b.  Blue layer on tile from Figure 18 fits exactly to form classical K=7 landscape.
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Figure 19c.  Red layer on tile from Figure 18 fits exactly to form classical K=7 landscape.  Note, that for contrast 
in blocks, the red layer from Figure 18 is alternately colored in shades of yellow, also.

Thus, the complex mechanics of classical central place theory come alive as a single dynamic system when viewed 
using fractal geometry.  The fit is exact. 

The Added Role of the Fractional Dimension  
     A fractal iteration sequence, such as those above but carried out infinitely, might be thought to increase the extent to which 
a line "fills" space.  Both a single line segment and the letter "N" have Euclidean dimension 1; yet one of them fills more 
space than does the other.  Mandelbrot (and others before him) captures this notion of space-filling with the concept 
of fractional dimension (hence "fractal").  He uses Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension to measure the enduring 
mathematical concept of space-filling.  We employ Mandelbrot's formulation for fractional dimension D as, D=log(number 
of generator sides)/log(square root of K).  Thus, the following values for fractally-generated central place hierarchies emerge: 

●     K=3, D=log2/log  = 1.2618595
●     K=4, D=log3/log 2    = 1.5849625

●     K=7, D=log3/log  = 1.1291501

    The idea with the space-filling is to pick an arbitrary point in the bounded space containing the curve.  Place a circle 
of arbitrarily small radius around that point.  Does that circle contain a point on the curve as the fractal iteration sequence 
goes to infinity?  If that is the case for any point, then the curve is said to fill space and have dimension 2.  If not, then there 
are holes or gaps (perhaps of infinitesimal size) in the space and the curve fails to fill space completely and has 
fractional dimension between 1 and 2 (as a sort of Swiss cheese, Emmenthaler, with holes).  Thus, the K=4 fractal 
iteration sequence, if permitted to repeat infinitely, has the highest fractional dimension of these three:  this curve gets 
"closer" to arbitrary points in space than do the lines of the other hierarchies, as one might hope a hierarchy interpreted as 
a "transportation" hierarchy would.  The fractional dimension of the fractal iteration sequence corresponds to the 
intuitive notion of scholars over time as to interpretation:  as another benchmark or field test of theory.  The K=7 
fractal iteration sequence, if permitted to repeat infinitely, has the lowest fractional dimension of these three, keeping 
control from the center optimized and hence supporting the "administrative" interpretation often given to the classical 
K=7 hierarchy.  Finally, the K=3 falls between:  marketing needs greater spatial penetration than does administration but 
less than does transportation.  Here, the fit between classical interpretation and fractal calculation is reasonable (one 
could never say "exact" because the terms "marketing," "transportation," and "administrative" are inexact terms themselves). 
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    What is difficult with fractals is to visualize the infinite process.  Graphic color display, including three dimensional 
display, offers exciting strategies for visualization.  Very quickly, however, it becomes difficult to draw the fine lines 
required by repeating the process at more and more local scales:  lines have width.  Electronic lines can be controlled and 
made finer than can pen lines, but eventually the line-width limits the capability to produce graphic images.  Eventually, 
the mind's eye must take over and extrapolate the visual infinite process.  
    Another possibility might be to draw on the other human senses to aid in that extrapolation.  Thus, Figure 20 shows 
figures generated by Fractal Music 1.9; click on the images and hear the associated music. The left figure shows the 
cellular automata base generated by default--it is bilaterally symmetric about a central vertical line and was generated using 
a symmetrically arranged initiator string of 64 digits ranging in value from 0 to 7 (one for each tone).  The next figure, 
K=3, shows the cellular automata diagram (another sort of "bubble foam" in appearance) generated using the value for 
the fractional dimension of the K=3 hexagonal hierarchy carried out to 64 decimal places as the initiator string for the 
music.  The next figure, K=4, shows the cellular automata diagram generated using the value for the fractional dimension of 
the K=4 hexagonal hierarchy carried out to 64 decimal places as the initiator string for the music.  The final figure, K=7, 
shows the cellular automata diagram generated using the value for the fractional dimension of the K=7 hexagonal 
hierarchy carried out to 64 decimal places as the initiator string for the music.  Click on each figure to hear the music.  
Each musical sequence, of over 1000 steps, was created from the default base, changing only the initiator string, so that 
the fractional dimension is what operates on a "seed" value of basic notes.  The listener should hear the basic pattern in 
all characterizations:  great symmetry in the base value; abrupt changes of state in the K=3 value; a smoother filling of 
musical space in the K=4 music; and, gaps in the K=7 musical characterization derived from the K=7 fractional 
dimension.  Thus, we extend visualization from two dimensional graphical images to three dimensional graphical images to 
the mind's eye, and finally, to the mind's ear:  capturing hierarchical pattern through 1000 steps or more is easy in the 
musical clips. Such characterization offers added capability to those of us with all of our senses that are functional:  for 
those with limited visual sensory function, it offers a way to an auditory "visualization" of the beauty of geometry.  

 
  

  
Base

  
K=3

  
K=4

  
K=7

Figure 20.  Fractal music connection.  Click on the images generated by the fractional dimensions of the hexagonal 
hierarchies; compare these to the default base created by the software.  

 
Future Directions 
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Geometric Visualization of Hexagonal Hierarchies: Animation and Virtual Reality

    The complex mechanics of the theory behind hexagonal hierarchies come alive as a single dynamic system when 
visualized through the lens of fractal geometry.  The fit of the classical and fractal geometric hierarchies is exact.  Thus, as 
one might use a carefully surveyed topographic map, with field-checked spot elevations, as a guide into dense jungle or 
other unsurveyed landscapes, so too we use our carefully surveyed alignment of the classical and the fractal 
hexagonal hierarchies as a guide into unseen or unproven areas of geometry and geography.  The difference is that the 
"field" tests in one case occur "terrestrial space" while in the other the "field" tests occur in "geometry, number theory, and 
pure mathematics." 

In the material above, we saw hexagonal hierarchies, of different orientation, cell size, and stacking characteristics, arise 
from the same base of unit hexagons.  These were associated with three integers:  3, 4, and 7.  The thoughtful reader 
might naturally ask a number of questions, such as: 

●     are there other numbers that would serve as K values or are 3, 4, and 7 the only such values?
�❍     are 5 or 6 possible K values?
�❍     are there K values larger than 7?
�❍     how many K values are there?

●     How does one determine the number of sides in a fractal generator that will generate a correct hierarchy for arbitrary K values?
●     How does one determine fractal generator shape that will generate a correct hierarchy for arbitrary K values?

    Earlier research, by August Lösch, Michael Dacey, and others shows illustrations of K-values greater than 7.  
Indeed, research by Arthur Loeb, in crystallography, and Dacey, in geography, led to independent discovery that 
the Diophantine equation, x2+xy+y2 would generate all K values when pairs of positive integers were substituted for x and 
for y.  Thus, when (x,y)=(1,1) the equation x2+xy+y2 = K yields a value of K=3; when (x,y)=(0,2), it follows that K=4; 
and, when (x,y)=(1,2), it follows that K=7.  Pairs such as (0,0) and (1,0) yield only trivial results so that the values of 3, 4, and 
7 are the three smallest K-values.  There are no other K values less than 7. 

The result of Loeb/Dacey is important because it shows 

●     that there are an infinite number of possible K values
●     that this infinity of values is in one-to-one correspondence with the integral lattice points in the plane
●     that one can give a numerical generating function to create K values

Thus, a graph of lattice points in the plane offers a convenient method of visualizing K-values (Figure 21).  The 
animation shows the coordinate pairs in this oblique coordinate system with axes inclined at 60 degrees (instead of 
the conventional 90 degrees).  The coordinate pairs are replaced in animated fashion by single numbers representing the 
K value that corresponds to that ordered pair.  
  

Figure 21.  The coordinatized lattice points in yellow 
transform into K-values in cyan using the Diophantine equation 
K=x2+xy+y2
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Previous published research by the authors of this presentation has shown how to determine the number of sides in a 
fractal generator that will generate a correct hierarchy for arbitrary K values and  
how to determine fractal generator shape that will generate a correct hierarchy for arbitrary K values.  Work in progress 
shows how to extend the three dimensional and other visualization schemes shown here to higher K values.  In it, we 
offer mathematical proof of these ideas and extensions of them into new realms.  The classical is used for alignment of 
new with the old:  a strategy useful in a wide range of theoretical and applied research. 
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Beier, Klaus-Peter

One Optimization of an Earlier Model of Virtual Downtown Ann Arbor  
Klaus-Peter Beier*  

The University of Michigan 

     In Ann Arbor, Michigan: Virtual Downtown Experiments, Part III, Solstice, Vol. XIII, No. 2,  the authors, Kwon, 
Lazzaro, Oppenheim, and Rosenblum, portray a useful virtual model of four blocks of downtown Ann Arbor.  The file size 
of their model is, however, quite large:  40 MB.  This article iillustrates one way to reduce the size of that file 
and, consequently, load time.  The newly optimized file is now 8 MB which is useful to a wider audience than is the 
previous file.    The appearance of the two files does not differ greatly; what does differ is load time. Figure 1 below shows 
a screen capture from the 40 MB file set at High resolution; Figure 2 below shows a screen capture from the 8 MB file set 
at Medium resolution and modified as noted below.  The optimization for improved load time does not make a 
noticeable difference in visual appearance.  Figure 3 shows the edited 8 MB vrml file embedded in the html (requires 
that Cosmo Player or Cortona be pre-loaded in the browser; both are free downloads).  
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Figure 1.  Screen capture from the 40 MB file set at a viewpoint, zoomed in on, and lightened in Adobe Photoshop 
(trademark, Adobe). Link to VR file:  requires Cosmo Player plug in to browser (IE or Netscape 4.x) or Cortona from 
Parallel Graphics (free download).

  

Figure 2.  Screen capture from the 8 MB file set at a viewpoint, zoomed in on, and lightened in Adobe Photoshop 
(trademark Adobe). Link to VR file:  requires Cosmo Player plug in to browser (IE or Netscape 4.x) or Cortona from 
Parallel Graphics.  This linked file is also shown embedded in the html, below.
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Figure 3.  Edited file.  Try looking at the model from different viewpoints or navigate, on your own, using the control panel.

Still, the application is big and runs slowly (low frame rate) if the most advanced graphics board is not available. The culprit 
is the artifacts file. The artifacts (trees, lamps, benches) are over-defined (too many polygons).  Also, exhaustive field 
checking is a recommended future step to remove any error in detail in the scene as compared to reality.  The appendix to 
this document, made from notes, shows the modifications made to the files.  
  

APPENDIX 

Removed option for low-res and high-res textures, using only med-res textures.  
This eliminates all jpg files for high and low res. 

Changed all file types to lower case (e.g. WRL -> wrl) 

Removed all instances of Lamp (43 lamps) from artifacts.wrl  
Created Inline file for lamp: LAMPUS.wrl  
Created prototype MyLamp using Inline file  
This reduced the size of artifacts.wrl 

Same for 46 trees 

Same for 7 benches 

Removed all TimeSensors connected to trees (no need) 

Modified many instances of "solid FALSE" to "solid TRUE" 

Removed invalid color in Lamp 

Removed reference to non-existing texture REKKANIG.BMP 

Cleaned up ROUTING and Script 

Set "collision FALSE" for all artifact.wrl objects 

Improved navigation, added useful viewpoints 

----------  
Professor Beier, Ph.D., is Director of the 3D Laboratory of The University of Michigan Media Union  
---------- 

Solstice:  An Electronic Journal of Geography and Mathematics, Institute of Mathematical Geography, Ann Arbor, Michigan.  
Volume XV, Number 1.  

http://www.InstituteOfMathematicalGeography.org/
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

The locational decision making of firms can be modelled from different perspectives. Especially in 

economic research, several authors have suggested to use stated or revealed preference choice models to 

predict the probability that a particular location will be chosen as a function of its locational and non-

locational attributes (Timmermans, 1986; Moore, 1988; Henley et al., 1989; Friedman et al.,1992). Such 

algebraic models do have the appeal of theoretical rigour, mathematical sophistication, and an associated 

error theory. However, the application of such models, in particular when revealed preference is used, is 

characterised by many problems, including high multi-collinearity among explanatory variables, 

complexity in the sense of a large number of influential attributes, and the fact that algebraic equations 

by definition cannot capture all theoretical notions. For example, the situation that at one level a 

locational requirement serves as a veto criterion, whereas at another level compensation is allowed, is 

difficult to represent using an algebraic equation. 

 A modelling approach that avoids these problems is qualitative modelling. The quintessence of 

this approach is to represent the locational decision-making process in terms of a set of IF, THEN … ELSE 

expressions. These logical expressions have sufficient flexibility to represent a wider variety of decision 

rules. On the other hand, their “crisp” (or exact) nature implies the lack of an error theory, limiting in 

some cases the realism of such systems. In previous papers, Witlox et al. (1997) and Witlox and 

Timmermans (2000, 2002) therefore argued for the development of multidimensional fuzzy systems. 

 The current paper reports on the application of such a model to represent the locational decision 

making behaviour of firms, taking the petrochemical industry as an example. The article is organised as 

follows. In the second section, the problem of membership value measurement in a decision table 

environment is introduced. The aim is to introduce the technique that will enable us to estimate 

membership values of the fuzzy sets used in the condition part of a fuzzy decision table. The third 

section of this article discusses the process of membership value estimation. The fourth section reports 

on the application. Finally, in the fifth section, the results of this study are summarized and some issues 

for future research are discussed. 
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2  MEMBERSHIP VALUE MEASUREMENT IN A FUZZY DECISION TABLE 

 

2.1 Fuzzy decision tables 

 

A decision table (DT) consists of an exhaustive set of mutually exclusive conditions, leading to 

particular actions. Each DT consists of four quadrants: condition set [Ci], action set [Aj], condition space 

[SPACE (Ci)], and action space [SPACE (Aj)]. The condition set consists of all the relevant conditions or 

attributes (inputs, premises or causes) that have an influence on the decision-making process. The 

condition space specifies all possible combinations of condition states of a condition. The action set 

contains all the possible actions (outputs, conclusions or consequences) a decision-maker is able to take. 

This is, the action set points to the possible choice outcome if (for instance) an existing location with a 

number of specific characteristics is processed through the DT. Finally, the action space contains the 

categorizations of all the possible action states of an action. Any vertical linking of an element from the 

condition space with an element from the action space produces a decision rule (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: The general structure of a decision table 
 

Problem area  

CONDITION SET CONDITION SPACE 

ACTION SET ACTION SPACE 
 

Traditionally, decision tables (DTs) are crisp, indicating that the conditions are specified in an exact 

manner. A potential problem of such DTs is that any measurement error is not taken into account. Fuzzy 

decision tables (FDTs) offer a solution to this problem. A fuzzy decision table (FDT) is an extended 

version of a crisp DT in order to deal with imprecise and vague decision situations (Francioni and 

Kandel, 1988; Vanthienen et al., 1996). The extension amounts to the introduction of fuzzy sets in the 

condition and action space of the crisp DT; the crisp condition and action states are replaced with fuzzy 

conditions and actions. The latter two are a combination of fuzzy sets. A membership function needs to 

be specified which represents the extent to which a particular attribute level meets a particular condition 
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.2.2 Membership value measurement 

 

To discuss the issue of membership value measurement in a decision table environment, the problem is 

formally defined as follows. Assume that a decision table is characterised by I conditions (i = 1, 2, ..., I) 

with ni states and A action states. In the case of a fuzzy table, the ni states for each condition are fuzzy, 

and the table has M fuzzy action states, FASm (m = 1, 2, ..., M). FASm (m = 1, 2, ..., M) is carried out, if 

and only if, the fuzzy condition states FCS1? & FCS2? & FCS3? & FCS4? & FCS5? & ... & FCSI? are 

simultaneously satisfied. The question marks in the indices refer to the fuzzy condition states associated 

with each particular condition that, simultaneously combined, will result in the execution of fuzzy action 

state FASm. Note that FASm may be carried out by means of various combinations of fuzzy condition 

states. An important point is that in an FDT all interpretations should be made at the individual decision 

rule level (Wets, 1998). This point implies that we need to formalize our problem at the level of rules. To 

this end, three new notations are introduced: Sr, xir, and rRULEµ . Let Sr define the crisp set of all 

combinations (x1r, x2r, ..., xIr) resulting in the execution of RULEr (r = 1, 2, ..., R). Let xir define the 

identifier or index (one of the numbers 1, 2, ..., ni) of the fuzzy condition state of Ci, in a way that RULEr 

is carried out, if fuzzy condition states  for all i (i = 1, 2, ..., I) are satisfied. More formally: if ∃ r 

∈ {1,..., R} and ∀ i ∈ {1,..., I}: is satisfied, then RULE

irixFCS

irixFCS r is carried out. Finally, rRULEµ represents 

the membership value for RULEr. The membership value for a single fuzzy action state (i.e. mFASµ ) can 

be achieved by adding the membeship values for the corresponding rules. From now on, it is assumed 

that when action RULEr (r = 1, 2, ..., R) is executed, all indexes xir (i = 1, 2, ..., I; r = 1, 2, ..., R) are 

known.  

The finite set of fuzzy decision rules may then be defined as follows: 

 

if and  and ... and  → RULE1x1rFCS 2x2rFCS IrIxFCS r; ∀ r ∈ {1,..., R}. [1] 

 

Assume further that for I conditions with ni fuzzy condition states for each i, there exists a membership 

value (or truth value) µ ∈ [0,1]. The problem then is to estimate these membership values according to 

the following model specification: 

 

1RULEµ  = 1x 1 2x 2 Ix I11 21 I1
(C ) (C )... (C )µ µ µ  [2a] 

 

2RULEµ  = 1x 1 2x 2 Ix I12 22 I2
(C ) (C )... (C )µ µ µ  [2b] 
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...    ... 

RRULEµ  = 1x 1 2x 2 Ix I1R 2R IR
(C ) (C )... (C )µ µ µ  [2c] 

 

Or, equivalently, 

 

rRULEµ  = 1x 1 2x 2 Ix I1r 2r Ir
(C ) (C )... (C )µ µ µ ; ∀ r ∈ {1,..., R}. [2d] 

 

Subject to: 

 

k=1

ni

∑ µik(Ci) = 1; ∀ i ∈ {1,..., I}. [3] 

 

Relation [3] is called the fuzzy condition state partition constraint. It states that the membership function 

values associated with the fuzzy condition states of a particular condition in the FDT need to sum up to 

unity. Hence, a probabilistic approach to fuzzy set theory is advocated here.  

 

Suppose that an estimate of irix i(C )µ can be represented by the parameters, irix ,α  leading to an estimate 

of , the model to be estimated then becomes: rRULE
$µ

 

rRULE
$µ  = 1x 2x 3x1r 2r 3r Ir ... Ixα α α α ; ∀ r ∈ {1,..., R} [4] 

 

Subject to  

 

0 ≤ irixα ≤ 1; ∀ r ∈ {1,..., R}; ∀ i ∈ {1,..., I}. [5a] 

 

k=1

ni

∑ α ik = 1; ∀ i ∈ {1,..., I}. [5b] 

 

For the model to be consistent, the following relation should also be satisfied: 

 

r=1

R

∑   = 1. [6] rRULE
$µ
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Finally, the number of parameters to be estimated can be derived from the number of conditions and the 

number of associated fuzzy condition states. For instance, to estimate C1 with n1 fuzzy condition states, 

(n1-1) parameters are required. This complies with the imposed constraints on the model specification. 

Thus, generalizing for I conditions with ni (i = 1, 2, ..., I) fuzzy condition states, the number of 

parameters, denoted by J, to estimate is equal to: 

 

j=1

I

∑  (nj-1), or rearranged: ( n
j=1

I

∑ j ) - I. [7] 

 

3  MEMBERSHIP VALUE ESTIMATION 

 

The goal of the membership estimation is to find parameters that lie within the [0,1] interval. Calibration 

is done using maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation. To briefly describe the ML procedure, a likelihood 

function, L: Q → R+ is introduced. This is a function of the unknown parameters that is denoted L(Q), 

where Q denotes the collection of unknown parameters being estimated in the model. The basic principle 

of the ML estimation is to find the value that maximises the likelihood of the observed sample. The 

maximum likelihood function for I independent conditions can then be written as follows: 

 

L(Q) =  [8] ( )  ( )  ... ( )
1

1RULE

2
2RULE

Z
ZRULE

RULE
f

RULE
f

RULE
f$ $ $µ µ µ

 

which is equal to, 

 

L(Q) =  [9] 
z=1

Z

RULE
f( )

z
zRULE∏ $µ

 

where  denotes the number of observations (or frequencies) for each of the z ∈ {1,..., Z} 

associated fuzzy decision rules RULE

zRULEf

z. 

 The log-likelihood function may then be written as: 

 

L*(Q) =  [10] 
z=1

Z

RULE RULE f   (
z z∑ ln $µ ).
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By substituting  with their associated, expanded fuzzy condition state paths, the result is the 

following: 

zRULE
$µ

 

L*(Q) =  ln ; ∀ z ∈ {1,..., Z} [11] 
z=1

Z

RULE f
z∑ [   ... ].

z

1z 2z 3z Iz
S

1x 2x 3x Ix∑ α α α α

 

The log-likelihood function L*(Q) is maximized with respect to the parameters izixα subject to the 

imposed constraints stated in relations [5a] and [5b] and [6].  

 

4  APPLICATION 

 

4.1 The case 

 

In this sub-section, we will illustrate the use of the multi-dimensional membership value estimation 

procedure applied to the data collected. In particular, we intend to create a fuzzy equivalent of the 

following DT representing locational requirements.  

 

Table 1: DT representing the locational requirements 

C1 Site within port zone? yes no 
C2 Site near residential area? yes no - 
C3 Site near school/hospital? - yes no - 
C4 Site near recreational area? - - yes no - 
C5 Site near scenic area? - - - yes no - 
A1 Suitable . . . . x . 
A2 Non-suitable x x x x . x 
 RULE1 RULE2 RULE3 RULE4 RULE5 RULE6 

 

Table 1 depicts a decision table that specifies a number of essential locational requirements that have 

to be fulfilled to consider a particular site suitable for the economic activity under investigation. Only 

if a site meets all five conditions, is it classified as being suitable (i.e. rule RULE5). In all other cases, a 

site is evaluated as "non-suitable". Note that condition C1 is a strictly crisp condition. It deals with the 

issue of whether or not a site is situated somewhere within the legal boundaries demarcating the port 

region. Given that a site is either located within this zone or is not, only a crisp evaluation is possible. 

In contrast, the remaining four conditions all contain the notion of nearness, which is fuzzy and 

context-related. One way to avoid this type of vagueness is to redefine the conditions in the table in 
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non-fuzzy, crisp terms. For example, instead of asking a decision-maker whether or not a potential 

site is "near" a residential area, school/hospital, recreational area and scenic area, the decision-maker 

can be asked to indicate minimum separating distances. By way of illustration, Table 2 displays the 

resulting values. 

 

Table 2: DT representing the locational redefined requirements 

 

C1 Site within port zone? yes no 
C2 Distance to residential 
area (km)? 

X ≤ 5 
(short) 

X > 5 
(long) 

- 

C3 Distance to school or 
hospital (km)? 

- X ≤ 8 
(short) 

X > 8 
(long) 

- 

C4 Distance to recreational 
area (km)? 

- - X ≤ 10 
(short) 

X > 10 
(long) 

- 

C5 Distance to scenic area 
(km)? 

- - - X ≤ 15 
(short) 

X > 15 
(long) 

- 

A1 Suitable . . . . x . 
A2 Not satisfied x x x x . x 
 RULE1 RULE2 RULE3 RULE4 RULE5 RULE6 

 

An alternative approach would be to construct a fuzzy decision table by replacing all crisp condition 

states that have to be fuzzified with associated fuzzy membership values. In the present context, only 

condition C1 remains crisp which implies that its two states are each assigned a crisp value: i.e. CS11= 

1 (denoting "yes") and CS12 = 0 (denoting "no"). The condition states of the four remaining conditions 

are each assigned an unknown fuzzy value (denoted by α). In what follows, we assume that α refers 

to the fuzzy set "long", whereas (1 - α) points to the fuzzy set "short". Note that the degree of 

accepting the alternative increases as distance increases. Consequently, we are concerned with the 

estimation of the membership values of the fuzzy set "long", and deduce from it the membership 

values of the fuzzy set "short". Hence, FCS22 = α1, FCS32 = α2, FCS42 = α3 and FCS52 = α4. Because 

the membership function values over the domain of a fuzzy set need to add to one, the corresponding 

fuzzy condition state values for the notion "short" are equal to FCS21 = (1-α1), FCS31 = (1-α2), FCS41 

= (1-α3) and FCS51 = (1-α4). The result is shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Contracted FDT representing the locational prerequisites 

 

C1 Site within port zone? 1 0 crisp 
C2 Distance to residential area? (1-α1) α1 - fuzzy
C3 Distance to school or hospital? - (1-α2) α2 - fuzzy
C4 Distance to recreational area? - - (1-α3) α3 - fuzzy
C5 Distance to scenic area? - - - (1-α4) α4 - fuzzy
FAS1 Suitable . . . . x . fuzzy
FAS2 Non-suitable x x x x . x fuzzy
 RULE1 RULE2 RULE3 RULE4 RULE5 RULE6  

 

With the exception of condition C1, all conditions in Table 3 have been assigned an unknown 

membership value that needs to be estimated. As a result of this membership value substitution, the 

action states of the table (i.e. FAS1 and FAS2) also become fuzzy since they combine different fuzzy 

condition states. The fuzziness in the table is visualised by the shades in the table.  

 In order to obtain valid parameter estimates, the estimation should take place at the individual 

decision rule level of the expanded FDT. Hence, the log-likelihood function, L*(Q) with Q = 

(α1,α2,α3,α4), for the expanded FDT requirements is: 

 

L*(Q) =   
z=1

16

RULE RULE f  ( )
z z∑ ln $µ

 
[12]

 

The value of  referring to the number of observations for RULEzRULEf z (z = 1, 2, …, I), should then be 

maximised with respect to the four unknown α-values, subject to the constraint: 0 ≤ α1,α2,α3,α4 ≤ 1. 

Note again that all interpretations are done on the expanded version of the FDT. Thus, all columns of 

the table contain only simple states (no combination of states). The relation between the expanded 

(with I = 16) and contracted (with I = 5) FDT is as follows: 
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Decision rules expanded FDT Corresponding decision rule 

contracted FDT (Table 3) 
RULE1 = (1 - α1) (1 - α2) (1 - α3) (1 - α4); 
RULE2 = (1 - α1) (1 - α2) (1 - α3) α4; 
RULE3 = (1 - α1) (1 - α2) α3 (1 - α4); 
RULE4 = (1 - α1) (1 - α2) α3 α4; 
RULE5 = (1 - α1) α2 (1 - α3) (1 - α4); 
RULE6 = (1 - α1) α2 (1 - α3) α4; 
RULE7 = (1 - α1) α2 α3 (1 - α4); 
RULE8 = (1 - α1) α2 α3 α4; 

 
 
 
 
          → 

 
 
 
 
RULE1; 

RULE9 = α1 (1 - α2) (1 - α3) (1 - α4); 
RULE10 = α1 (1 - α2) (1 - α3) α4; 
RULE11 = α1 (1 - α2) α3 (1 - α4); 
RULE12 = α1 (1 - α2) α3 α4; 

 
 
          → 

 
 
RULE2; 

RULE13 = α1 α2 (1 - α3) (1 - α4); 
RULE14 = α1 α2 (1 - α3) α4; 

 
          → 

 
RULE3; 

RULE15 = α1 α2 α3 (1 - α4);           → RULE4; 
RULE16 = α1 α2 α3 α4.           → RULE5. 

 

The expanded part of the FDT contains 16 decision rules. In the crisp case, only one decision rule 

would match, namely that rule where all ones are found for a particular combination of αi and (1 - αi). 

In all other rules, at least one zero-value would be found which, using the product operator, results in 

a zero match. In the fuzzy case, however, more than one decision rule can match a given combination 

of condition values. Hence, each of the 16 decision rules will influence the decision to be made. The 

possibility of accepting a rule is found again by applying the product operator. 

 

4.2 Data collection 

 

To estimate the different membership values of the FDT, data on the relationship between actual 

distances and their classifications into long versus short are required. We propose to obtain these data 

by conducting an experiment in which the experts are presented with a number of profiles 

(combinations of conditions) and asked to evaluate these profiles in terms of the action states of the 

table. The profiles are derived from the expanded DT. The total number of profiles in the design is a 

function of the number of conditions to be fuzzified and the number of associated condition states 

making up the DT.  

 The DT shown in Table 2 contains four conditions, each having only two associated condition 

states. These two different states reflect the fact that only one crisp assessment point is used as a 

limiting value. For example, in the case of condition C2, this single measurement point is equal to 5 
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km. The use of only one measurement point implies that no distinction can be made between values 

that fall within the same condition state. Hence, if the aim is to fuzzify a specified measurement point 

so that a gradual transition between crisp states becomes possible, it is necessary to introduce 

additional evaluation points. These additional measurement values should be centred on the initial 

crisp boundary point resulting in a fuzzy range.  

 Note that, if we do not introduce additional measurement points and simply present the experts 

with different profiles in which conditions can only take on two different values (e.g. X ≤ 5 and X > 

5), then this would not lead to a fuzzification of the initial measurement point in question. Instead, we 

would be measuring the degree of heterogeneity present in the sample. By contrast, the introduction 

of additional measurement points, subdividing the domain of the condition in more condition states, 

allows for subtler decision-making and is also indicative of the degree of crispness of the different 

boundary values.  

 The introduction of additional measurement points implies that the specified log-likelihood 

function, L*(Q) with Q = (α1,α2,α3,α4), or in short, Q = (αi) needs to be respecified. Hence, the 

following substitution is made:  

 

Q → Q*, with Q* = (α*
i), where α*

i = mp0
i ± ci. [13]

 

where mp0
i is the initial boundary measurement point. 

 As a result of this substitution, the following log-likelihood function specification, L*(Q*), is 

obtained which should be maximised subject to 0 ≤ α*
i ≤ 1. Note that ci determines the spread of the 

fuzzy interval around the initial crisp measurement point. It specifies a lower (i.e. mp0
i - ci = mp-

i) and 

an upper (i.e. mp0
i + ci = mp+

i) measurement point. The membership values for each introduced 

measurement point for each condition are represented by α*
i. Consequently, depending on the value of 

ci, α*
i denotes the estimated membership value for the: 

 

(i)  lower mp (mp0
i - ci = mp-

i) : α*
i = α-

i subject to 0 ≤ α-
i ≤ 1; 

(ii)  initial mp (mp0
i) : α*

i = α0
i subject to 0 ≤ α0

i ≤ 1; 

(iii) upper mp (mp0
i + ci = mp+

i) : α*
i = α+

i subject to 0 ≤ α+
i ≤ 1. 

 

It logically follows from the interpretation given to the estimated membership values that the 

following relation should also hold: 0 ≤ α-
i ≤ α0

i ≤ α+
i ≤ 1 for the results to have face validity. When 

the distance increases, the membership function should increase as well. 

 In the present paper, ci was taken as 2 km. Thus, for condition C2 representing the distance to a 
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residential area the three measurement points with their associated to be estimated membership values 

are equivalent to: 

 

mp-
1 = 5 - 2 = "3" → α-

1; 

mp0
1 = "5"  → α0

1; 

mp+
1 = 5 + 2 = "7" → α+

1. 

 

The specification of the measurement points used for each of the four conditions that need to be 

fuzzified can be found in Table 4. 

 

Table 4: Specification and encoding of the measurement points 

Condition Specified crisp 
condition states 

Measurement 
points (mp) used

C1 "yes", "no" — 
C2 "X ≤ 5", "X > 5" mp-

1 
mp0

1 
mp+

1 

=
=
=

"3" 
"5" 
"7" 

C3 "X ≤ 8", "X > 8" mp-
2 

mp0
2 

mp+
2 

=
=
=

"6" 
"8" 

"10" 
C4 "X ≤ 10", "X > 10" mp-

3 
mp0

3 
mp+

3 

=
=
=

"8" 
"10" 
"12" 

C5 "X ≤ 15", "X > 15" mp-
4 

mp0
4 

mp+
4 

=
=
=

"13" 
"15" 
"17" 

 

Combining these 12 different measurement points in all possible ways would yield 34 = 81 

experimental profiles (Addelman, 1962). Obviously, evaluation of this number of profiles would be 

too demanding a task for the experts and hence it was decided to use an orthogonal fractional factorial 

design. There are several possible basic plans that can be used to construct such a design, whereby the 

number of profiles ranges from 9 to 32. In the present paper, it was decided to use a plan involving 16 

profiles, to construct the orthogonal fractional factorial design. Each profile consists of a combination 

of distances on the four conditions. 
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4.3 Tasks 

 

Next, experts were asked to evaluate each profile in terms of the decision table's action states. By way 

of an example, Table 5 illustrates how the first profile specified in Table 4 is transformed in a DT 

(split in two parts to fit the size of the page). This DT, depicting 16 different rules, was written on an 

option card and presented to the respondents. The respondents were then asked to appraise each 

individual decision rule by filling in the action part of the DT (FAS1 = ‘satisfied’; FAS2 = ‘not 

satisfied’). Clearly, an identical approach was followed with respect to the remaining 15 profiles in 

the experiment. Note that condition C1 is not included in the option card, given its non-fuzzy 

character. 

 

Table 5: Illustration of an option card (profile 0 0 0 0) 

 

 

 

 
 

In total, useful answers of 16 experts were obtained. These experts were all CEO’s of the companies 

included in the sample and had experience in site selection. The obtained answers are in fact 

frequency data for each action state of each decision rule of each DT in the experiment. In total, 4,096 

observations (i.e. 16 profiles or DTs, each consisting of 16 decision rules evaluated by 16 different 

respondents) were obtained. These observations were placed in a matrix in the form of aggregated 

frequency data. This data matrix was used as input file to estimate the membership values for the 12 

measurement points. 

 The membership values were estimated using an optimisation routine that was especially 
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developed for our estimation problem. The threshold value suggests that the iterations ended if the 

goodness-of-fit of the model did not improve more than 0.0001. The minimum and maximum values 

for the estimates were set — logically — at 0.0 and 1.0, respectively. The starting values were all set 

equal to 0.5; but these values were later changed in order ensure that no local optimum was found 

(ML estimation implies having a unimodal function). The results of the optimisation routine are 

shown in Table 6. 

 Table 6 depicts the membership value estimation results for the 12 measurement points (lower, 

initial and upper measurement points) for the four conditions in the FDT that were fuzzified. In 

addition, the increment in these estimated membership values is also given. Note that convergence 

was achieved after 4 iterations.  

 

Table 6: Estimation results 

 
 membership value estimation results Increment in membership values 
 lower mpi initial mpi upper mpi  
 α-

i α0
i α+

i α-
i → 
α0

i 
α0

i → 
α+

i 
α-

i → α+
i 

C2 .088 .145 .241 .057 .096 .153 
C3 .285 .318 .410 .033 .092 .125 
C4 .353 .392 .416 .039 .024 .063 
C5 .412 .438 .461 .026 .023 .049 

Log-likelihood: - 3605.43400 (4 iterations); N = 4096 
 

The overall estimation results of the different membership values may be considered very satisfactory. 

First, the estimation results are consistent with theoretical and logical expectations giving face validity 

to the results. The membership values increase as a higher measurement point is used. Fulfilling this 

property of monotonicity in the present context is important since the following relation, 0 ≤ α-
i ≤ α0

i 

≤ α+
i ≤ 1, should hold.  

 Second, the model produces identical estimation results if other starting values are used, 

suggesting that the true optimum was reached. This means that our optimum found is stable and 

independent from the selection of the starting values. In each case, the model returned our initial 

optimum found; only the number of iterations needed differed.  

 Third, our approach demonstrates that a multi-dimensional approach to estimate membership 

values and functions is possible and also desirable. Instead of selecting ad hoc four separate 

membership functions, they are now estimated simultaneously from the input data. 
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Analysed in more detail, a number of additional interesting conclusions can be drawn. First, it can be 

noted that for condition C2 (representing the distance to a residential area), a distance of 3 km (i.e. 

lower measurement, mp-
1) results in an almost zero membership value (α-

1 = 0.088). Hence, all 

potential industrial locations that are situated at less than 3 km from a residential area will be 

evaluated as not satisfactory. In the data matrix used as input file, it can also be seen that nearly all 

decision rules that have X ≤ 3 result in a rejection of the alternative. Given that the associated 

membership value in the fuzzy set "long distance to a residential area" is (almost) equal to zero, the 

possibility of accepting this choice alternative will, as a result of the use of the product operator, also 

be (almost) equal to zero. Consequently, 3 km is considered (almost) a full member of the fuzzy set 

"short distance to a residential area" which implies that the possibility of not accepting this choice 

alternative will be (almost) equal to one. As the distance between a location site and a residential area 

increases (use of mp0
1 and mp+

1), the membership values to the fuzzy set "long distance to a 

residential area" also increase to .145 and .241, respectively. The increase is not strictly linear since 

the increments are .057 and .096. If the membership values found are set out against the three 

measurement points in a two-dimensional plane, and a curve is fitted through it, then the 

corresponding membership function for condition C2 is found. Once this function has been 

determined, it is also possible to calculate the corresponding membership values of other distances 

than those used as measurement points. 

 Second, the results found for condition C3 (distance to school or hospital) are equally satisfactory. 

Note, however, that the lower measurement point used does not result in an almost zero membership 

value. It is equal to .285. As one moves along the distance domain, the membership values increase. 

 Third, the membership value estimates for the measurement point of the remaining two conditions 

C4 and C5 show only little variation. The increment in membership value with changing distances is 

very small. Hence, their influence on the choice problem may be considered of minor importance. In 

particular, condition C5 (distance to a scenic area) has little influence on the choice outcome. The 

experts’ behaviour was little influenced by altering distances to a scenic area. Besides showing little 

variation, it can be seen that the membership values found are also close to 0.5, which may point to a 

situation of indecision.  

 

5 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION  

 

In this paper, a method proposed to estimate membership values of the fuzzy sets used in the condition 

and action part of a fuzzy decision table (FDT) was applied to the locational preference of decision 

makers in the petro-chemical industry.   Although, only 16 valuable results from 19 respondents were 
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obtained for the purpose of fuzzification, it can be stated that the constrained maximum likelihood 

estimation procedure performs adequately with real data. The model produces valid estimation results 

that fulfil all desired properties (face validity, unimodality, partition constraint). Furthermore, the 

approach is multi-dimensional and the method is also direct. The latter characteristic refers to the fact 

that the membership functions can be directly deduced from the input data. The developed approach 

also concurs very well with the introduced concept of an FDT. 

 A (more or less disadvantageous) point of the modelling approach that should also be stressed is 

the problem of data collection. It is no coincidence that this particular problem is closely linked with the 

table contraction-expansion problem in an FDT. It is only when an FDT is specified and estimated in its 

expanded form (i.e. at the individual decision rule level) that valuable estimation results can be obtained. 

To a certain extent, this problem restricts the application of our approach in that the multidimensional 

fuzzification of large FDTs is rather problematic. Working with expanded FDTs has an effect on the data 

that are needed to estimate the model; these data should be collected at the individual decision rule level. 

Hence, the more condition and action states in the FDT, the larger the set of fuzzy decision rules, and thus 

the more difficult the task will be for the participating respondents. 
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Food security is emerging as an important aspect of community and social planning, reflected in part by a recent special 
issue on Community Food Systems of the Journal of Planning Education and Research (JPER). As noted by Campbell 
(2004), food systems involve many stakeholders with differing values across space and time. One particular element of 
this larger food security issue revolves around transportation access to local food retailers. Such access is particularly 
important for the poor and other transportation disadvantaged who may lack mobility options (Clifton 2004). Thus, 
one important component of a Community Food Assessment system (Pothukuchi 2004) is to investigate and understand 
the spatial relationship of where individuals live and their spatial proximity to primary food outlets. 

From a planning perspective, locating food outlets within neighborhoods that are easily reached through walking is often 
a desirous outcome. Bernick and Cervero (1997) found that people who live in pedestrian oriented environments were 
more likely to go by foot to the market. Handy (1995) found that residents that live in “traditional neighborhoods” have 
also been found to make two to four more walk/bicycle trips-per-week to neighborhood stores than those living in 
nearby, automobile oriented environments. And recently, Krizek (2003) found that people who live in areas with 
good “neighborhood accessibility” are more likely to walk and use transit than are those who live in more traditional 
auto oriented environments.  

Markets that are within walking distance to all residents allow for equity of access; car ownership should not be the 
prerequisite to purchase food. The physical exercise associated with walking to a local market is an additional small way 
to combat growing societal waistlines. There may be, as well, enhanced social capital building opportunities when people 
travel through neighborhoods by foot to local food sites. 

The following maps provide a visual and spatial approach to understanding access to food outlets for residents of the City 
of Eugene, Oregon. A description and discussion is presented under each map. Visualizing data in this way can be helpful 
to community planning endeavors; the visual approach transforms the abstract issue of transportation access to food 
into concrete understanding. Some of the maps below (Figures 2, 3, 5, and 6) were made for a food summit, hosted by 
the nonprofit agency Food for Lane County. They were designed to add one more piece of data and understanding to a 
county-wide discourse on addressing various food issues within Lane County, Oregon.
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Figure 1.  Stores and Streets.
The map in Figure 1 shows the location of sixty-nine different food markets.  The underlying street network is displayed 
as well, providing an initial visual understanding of the urban form throughout the city.  Where there is a concentration 
of stores in the center and center-south area, there is also a fairly tight gridded street network, representing a 
traditional downtown and neighborhood area in close proximity to the University of Oregon.
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Figure 2.  Food Markets by Type.
The map in Figure 2 partitions food outlets by type of establishment.  In this case, retail stores have been divided into 
four primary categories: convenience stores, ethnic markets, neighborhood markets, and supermarkets.  Both 
convenience stores and neighborhood markets are often located in close proximity to residential locations, but 
neighborhood markets are characterized by offering higher quality foods of a greater variety, including fresh 
produce.  Although the map (Figure 2) does delineate markets by type, viewing all types at the same time while 
simultaneously trying to get a sense of one's accessibility to the market is difficult.  The series of maps below, 
therefore, represents accessibility by market type.
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Figure 3.  Access to Supermarkets.
In the map in Figure 3, the density of supermarkets is displayed throughout the Eugene area.  A 1-mile distance has been 
used as a buffer; the outer edge of the most distant and lightest band of color (light pink) is one mile from the 
nearest supermarket.   Medium colors represent areas that have good access to a single store, while the darkest reds 
represent areas in Eugene that have access to multiple supermarkets - places with superb supermarket access.  

It is interesting to note the general pattern of supermarket access as well.  There is a general band of markets that encircles 
the geographic center of Eugene.  This center, as defined by the map in Figure 3, actually includes two distinct areas.  One 
area is a traditional downtown composed primarily of commercial establishments (e.g. offices, restaurants, stores); the 
other area is largely industrial. Both contain land use types in which one would not expect to find supermarkets.  The 
following maps show where there are areas of medium residential density.
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Figure 4a and b.  Population Density and Population Density with Overlay of Supermarket Accessibility.  
 
The map in Figure 4a represents population density, with the darkest colors representing neighborhoods generally 
surrounding the University of Oregon - a location with a high density of living in general (for Eugene), but with 
high concentrations of students in particular.  The map on the right overlays the supermarket access map and the 
population density map in order to identify potential spatial mismatches.  While the two sets of data generally align, it 
is evident that there are a number of neighborhoods of medium population density that are not served well by 
larger supermarkets.  Using maps such as these as a base, a more thorough socio-demographic analysis might be conducted 
to identify and compare populations that are and are not served with supermarket access.
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Figure 5.  Access to Convenience Stores.
The map in Figure 5 shows access to convenience stores.  in this case, distances from stores is calculated at a quarter mile - 
a distance many planners use when thinking about pedestrian accessibility.  In this map, there are some areas 
with concentrations of convenience stores, but in general such stores are relatively isolated from one another and 
spread throughout the city.
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Figure 6.  Concentration of Neighborhood Food Stores.
The map in Figure 6 shows the spatial concentration of neighborhood food stores (using a 1/4 mile radius from the sites) 
- perhaps the most important type of establishment in terms of easy, independent access to food.  The pattern shows a 
distinct concentration of neighborhood markets in the center of the city, with isolated stores existing sporadically 
throughout the rest of the city.  Thus, it is clear that one primary neighborhood has an abundance of local neighborhood 
food choices, while most neighborhoods lack such an option.  From a planning perspective, this map (Figure 6) is 
instructive.  If planners want more pedestrian movement to reach essential goods and services, and if neighborhood based 
food outlets potentially represent the most just form of food distribution (especially for those who by income, age, 
or impairment cannot drive), then this particular map provides both a troubling image and an opportunity for change.  Again, 
as in Figure 3, the area of most intensity in Figure 6 is an old traditional neighborhood that has been built for a hundred 
years.  Other areas within the city are generally newer, characterized by more suburban development, mini-malls, 
and opportunities for big-box retailing - including supermarkets.  Neighborhood markets, thus, have in essence been zoned 
out of such areas.  Planners and policy makers might use such a map to target land use and zoning policies to 
encourage pedestrian access to quality foods in currently underserved locations.
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Figure 7.  Combined Access Pattern.
The map in Figure 7 combines the access maps of the supermarkets, convenience stores, and neighborhood markets, 
overlaid on the population density map.  Thus, one can visualize the pattern of general accessibility to food for residents 
of Eugene.  This map suggests that most Eugene residents have reasonable access to some type of food retail 
market (independent of type or quality).  

Spatial analysis combined with the visualization of food outlets offers planners, community activists, public health 
officials, and those generally concerned with equitable access to food a means to understand the spatial extent of retail 
food distribution in their community.  Mapping software that interacts with an underlying database (Geographic 
Information System, GIS, software) can provide a powerful tool for facilitating the community dialogue that will be 
necessary to enhance food security in communities across the country; these maps represent one approach to moving 
that dialogue forward.
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Related Credits and Issues 

●     Software: ESRI ArcView 3.2, ESRI Spatial Analyst
●     Maps used for Food for Lane County: Figures 2, 3, 5, and 6 - note that the maps for the nonprofit were formatted 

slightly differently (in a more traditional layout with titles and scale bars and such).  Also, the maps were not commissioned 
by the nonprofit; they were a public service done for their food summit.  There are no ownership issues with the images.

●     Food site data: derived from Yahoo! yellow pages
●     Street and city boundary data: Lane Council of Governments
●     Projection: 1927 State Plane, Oregon South
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Figure 1: Snow waves site 1, view east.  

Figure 2: Snow waves site 1, beginning of experiment at 9:15 LT, 20 Feb. 2004.  

Energy Flow:  Spatial and Temporal Patterns  
Peter A. Martin*  

Department of Geography  
Oregon State University 

INTRODUCTION 

"The flow of energy through a system tends to 
organize that system" (Fuller, 1). This 
organization reveals itself by the appearance and 
propagation of spatial and temporal patterns on 
the system surface. For example, stream flow 
may separate and distribute alluvium according 
to its density. Wind blowing over featureless 
water may engender a rich field of periodicity in 
waves and aligned streaks of foam. A more 
prosaic example of "organization" arises in the 
generation of washboard on an unpaved road 
with the passage of traffic. 

The tendency toward organization or pattern 
seems to be "in the cards" (see, eg. 2), and 
operates across a great range of scales (see, eg., 
3), which may account for the fractal, or scale-
wise self-similar, character of nature. We 
suggest that, by adopting the expectation that 
organization should accompany the flow of 
energy, one might anticipate the discovery of 
patterns; moreover, one might conversely take 
patterns to be the evidence of the flow of energy, 
and look for other accompanying patterns. 

DISCUSSION OF OBSERVATION AND 
EXPERIMENT 

The case-in-point flow of energy here is the 
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Figure 3: Snow waves site 2, view west.  

Figure 4: Snow waves site 2, beginning of experiment at 9:15 LT, 20 Feb. 2004.  

waxing insolation as we move from winter 
solstice toward summer solstice. The observed 
pattern was that of waves in the surface of 
melting snow. The wave crests tended to be 
aligned roughly east-west, amplitude of the 
order 1cm, wavelength of the order 10cm. The 
conjecture was that these waves might be driven 
by the sun, and that they might be propagating 
northward because of their self-effect: 
intensified melting on their south faces, and 
protection of their north faces by their own 
aspect. (This propagation would be an 
accompanying pattern not immediately apparent 
to the senses because of the temporal scale.) 

To gauge possible wave propagation, two 1/8" 
wood dowels were stuck through each of two 
waves and into the earth below, one at a crest 
and one at an adjacent trough. (See Figures 1-4.) 
The relative positions of the waves and dowels 
were observed 24 hours later. (See Figures 5-6.) 

Advancement of the snow waves was apparent 
in both cases. The propagation was more 
apparent with reference to the crests than with 
reference to the troughs, but amounted to 
approximately 3cm in both cases. The snow 
depth at the time the dowels were placed (9:15 
local time) was approximately 23cm, and the 
snow depth at the second observation, 24 hours 
later, was approximately 20cm. It was apparent 
that the presence of the dowels induced 
increased melting (so that the dowels did not 
remain perfectly upright).  The effect of the 
dowels on the snow waves was small. 

CONCLUSION 

This rather whimsical research experiment arose 
because of the flow of information (which is 
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Figure 5: Snow waves site 1, after 24 hours, at 9:15 LT, 21 Feb. 2004. The steel ruler is 12 inces long.  

Figure 6: Snow waves site 2, after 24 hours, at 9:15 LT, 21 Feb. 2004. The steel ruler is 12 inches 
long.  

akin to energy) through a system predisposed by 
its nature to exhibit organization. That is, the 
system (the mind of the observer) was 
predisposed by its nature to exhibit organization, 
given the flow of information. 

More to the point of geography: we might 
expect that, wherever there is spatial pattern, 
there might be temporal propagation. Stationary 
waves are usually associated with resonance, a 
phenomenon that is characteristic of a bounded 
system. Further examples of temporal patterns 
that might be suggested by their accompanying 
spatial patterns include the advancement of 
stream meanders, and the spreading of the sea 
floor. 

Readers are invited to speculate on the temporal 
aspect of the frost pattern shown in Figure 7 
(send your comments to co-author Martin, 
martinp@geo.orst.edu). The pattern in Figure 7 
appeared overnight on the glass face of a closed 
box approximately 100cm wide by 150cm high 
and inclined approximately 30 degrees from the 
horizontal. It was a calm night; one educated 
guess is that the energy flowing through this 
system is the heat of fusion of the growing 
pattern itself, generating exquisitely scaled air 
currents!  
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Figure 7: Frost pattern on glass surface, dimensions 100cm wide by 150cm high.
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Winter Windows: Ice Largo  
Photography of Alma S. Lach

Click here to start music of Antonio Vivaldi, 1678-1741, and listen to the 
Largo from The Seasons: Winter, 

Digital Musician, G. Pollen, midi file downloaded free from The Classical 
Music Archives. 

Minimize the window on top (containing the music player), if one comes 
up. 

Then, as you listen, click on the buttons to the left to enjoy photographic 
images of nature's winter spectacle. 

What do you see in these images? Share your thoughts with the artist: 
alma@almalach.com  
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Spatial Analysis of Subway Zones  

in Boston, Massachusetts  
Seung-Hoon Han  

Based on material created as a graduate student in Architecture,  
The University of Michigan.  The author's undergraduate degree is 

from Harvard College. 

 
In this article, the graphics tell the story; please be 

sure to click on images when asked to do so! 

Abstract

This project creates an information system offering pedestrians in 
Boston a way to use the web to consider what is near the Boston 
Subway (MBTA). Geographic Information Systems' (GIS) software 
(from ESRI) and web presentation tools were used to visualize 
points of interest and demographics within 0.5 and 1 mile buffer 
zones of the MBTA.  At a deeper level, proximity to the Boston 
Subway is used to create zones within which U.S. Census data is 
employed to consider housing patterns in relation to ethnic 
groups.  The evidence of maps from this latter activity may help 
to guide further research on a variety of frontiers.

Demographic data for this study was acquired from the U.S. 
Bureau of Census’s TIGER files. These data come in a format 
easily downloaded as shape files for ArcView from the ESRI Web 
pages (http://www.esri.com/). 

Data on subway systems and facility locations (points of interest) 
were retrieved from the MBTA (Massachusetts Bay Transportation 
Authority) pages on the Web (http://www.mbta.com/). The 
author created datasets to be extracted into street layers for a 
geo-matching process. The material in this article is based on a 
website prepared by the author as a student in Urban Planning 
507, The University of Michigan, January through April, 2001, at 
which time animated maps were quite unusual.  Some of the 
author's other efforts at that time involved experiments in the use 
of ColdFusion to make clickable maps.  His continuing interests in 
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Seung-Hoon's GIS World

both architecture and urban planning involve employing state-of-
the-art technology. 

SUBWAY ZONES IN BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS / ABSTRACT 

The author wishes to thank the Editor and an Anonymous 
Reviewer for constructive comments and editorial help.
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Huron Hills Golf Course

A Golfer's Resource:  Huron Hills Golf Course, Ann Arbor, Michigan  
Andrew Walton, B.A. May, 2004  

The University of Michigan

 
Huron Hills golf course is a City of Ann Arbor public course.  It is located partially on the floodplain of the Huron River 
and partially on the slopes leading from that valley to nearby residential areas.  The slopes are heavily wooded.  Those 
familiar with Ann Arbor know it from seeing it on the south side of the Huron River as they travel north on Huron 
Parkway.  The course was established in 1922 and the original architect was Thomas Bendelow. 

The following virtual links offer a tour of the golf course "links."  Study the photographic evidence (obtained by the author 
in the Fall of 2003; photographs retouched, where necessary, in Adobe Photoshop 7.0) of the course prior to play; get advice 
on each hole from the author, the City of Ann Arbor Men's Champion in 2002 and member of The University of Michigan 
golf team [Ed.].  Small photographs are linked to larger ones; click on the small photograph to link to a larger version of 
the same image. 

The map below, digitized by the author in ArcView GIS (version 3.2, ESRI trademark) from City of Ann Arbor aerials 
and from field evidence, shows the pattern and shape of elements of the golf course far more accurately than does the cover 
on the linked scorecard.  Click on part of this map to begin your tour.  It serves as a visual table of content to the course.  
Click on individual holes for more information.  
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Huron Hills Golf Course

This linked image of the course has hung in the course clubhouse for many years.  This image of  Huron Hills is outdated 
and also has errors regarding course elements.  A new wall-sized course map, derived from the clickable image above, 
now hangs in the clubhouse. One advantage to having a computerized image is that it is easy to change as the golf 
course changes.  The old can be merged with the new, as in this link. 

Much of the beauty and the challenge of this course comes from its rolling surface.  This linked image, a Triangulated 
Irregular Network (TIN), represents the topographic surface on which the Huron Hills course sits (it was made using the 
City contour map as a base in ESRI software).  The white lines in the image represent the roads in the area.  The roads serve 
as a guide in placing the golf course within this picture.  The contour of the golf course is undulating, especially the back 
nine, (the lower left corner).  The change in color signifies a change in elevation of  15 feet. 

Images that are TINs are useful as a base over which to drape other images.  The next linked image was made by extruding 
the TIN in 3D Analyst Extension to ArcView GIS (ESRI trademark), draping the City aerial flown in 2002 over the TIN, 
and finally superimposing the GIS layers from the map above in order to show location of golf course holes in relation both 
to the topography and to the broader urban setting depicted in the aerial.  The final link shows an animation of this 
draped image, from various vantage points (click the reload button to restart the animation).  The golfer thus has a bird's 
eye view of the terrain as well as the capability to fly over it in a circle and study the lay of the land from various angles. 

Software used:  ESRI:  ArcView GIS, v. 3.2, Spatial Analyst Extension, and 3D Analyst Extension; 
Macromedia, Dreamweaver MX; Adobe Photoshop 7.0 and ImageReady 7.0.  
Acknowledgement:  Thanks to Merle Johnson of the City of Ann Arbor for supplying aerials and base maps of the region 
of this study.  Also to Colin Smith, Facility Supervisor of Huron Hills Golf Course, City of Ann Arbor Parks and 
Recreation Department.  
Editor's note:  Mr. Walton will be leaving for Scotland, to study for an advanced degree in golf course architecture:  an 
MSc, School of Landscape Architecture, Edinburgh School of Art, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, Scotland.  Look for 
golf courses designed by Andrew Walton, in the future!  
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Regarding your siren location web material, there is some work in this area that may be of interest:  
Current, John and Morton O'Kelly. 1992. "Locating emergency warning sirens." Decision Sciences, 23, 
221-234.  
Murray, Alan T. and Morton E. O'Kelly. 2002. "Assessing representation error in point-based coverage 
modeling." Journal of Geographical Systems,  
4, 171-191.  
...  
Regards,  
Alan Murray  

 
From Marc Schlossberg: 

...I have 2 web sites for you: 

1. http://www.fundrace.org/index.html - this is a geographic-based query and some mapping) of 
campaign contributions.  
2. www.keyhole.com - you MUST download the trial software of this !!!!!  3D global, high resolution 
exploration of the entire earth.  Expect to waste  
every minute of the 7 day trial playing with this program and showing it to others.  If you haven't seen it, 
you have to check it out ! 

 
Quoting "Antonakos, Cathy (Ann Arbor)" <Cathy.Antonakos@med.va.gov>: 

Sandy, I heard the sirens last night. I had taken a look at your siren map (Solstice?) and realized I was 
previously in a spot where they could not be heard! Lo and behold, I was thinking of you and John last 
night, and how much I have appreciated both of you -- how much I have learned from you.  I am so 
much more fortunate than others who have not had such good mentors. And then -- the sirens went off!! 
I thought you would like to know that not only did your study provide evidence that they could be heard, 
but now an Ann Arbor resident is saying so! 

 
Quoting Frank Witlox: 

By the way, I very much liked your paper on the Christaller networks (the spatial synthesis sampler). It 
is always difficult to explain to students how the k=3, k=4 and especially k=7 works. Now I have the 
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solution: point to your paper in Solstice.  

idle thinking:  "snail mail" = "escargot-to-go" [ed.] 
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